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1 Context Analysis 

1.1 Water Crisis 
According to a study conducted in the University of Michigan, one third of all Americans will be 

unable to afford clean drinkable water. This crisis is due to the fact that the water utilities will have 

to increase their bills to accommodate for upgrading the aging infrastructure. As can be seen in 

figure 1.1 below, Virginia is of the states that is at a high risk of this crisis.  

 

Figure 1.1 Risk Projection for 2020 

According to United Nations publications, currently 54% of the world's population lives 

in urban areas and that number is expected to increase to 66% by the year 2050 as seen in 

Figure 1.2 [5]. Looking more in closely at the District's population, it will steadily grow and reach 

nearly one million residents in the next 30 years. This is pivotal information because as a 

population grows so does the demand for water services. Therefore, DC Water needs to ensure 

that the pipeline infrastructure is maintained an its repair kept up with adequately enough to 

meet with the population both today and in the future. 

 

Figure 1.2 



 

1.2 DC Water 
The District of Columbia Water and Sewer authority, commonly known as D.C Water, is 

the main provider of water, water treatment, and sewage collection in Washington D.C. The 

utility provider also sells its water treatment services to other jurisdictions in northern Virginia 

and southern Maryland. This encompasses an area that includes 672,000 residents and 21.3 

million annual visitors [1]. The water distribution system (WDS) itself is composed of 48,979 

valves, 9,462 fire hydrants and 130,000 service connections, delivering watering through 1,350 

miles of pipes [2]. 

Going into more detail as to the history of DC Water, it began as two separate entities: District 

of Columbia Water Board (1859-1872) and the District of Columbia Board of Public Works 

(1872-1932). Beginning in 1932, the Agency operated as the District of Columbia Department of 

Sanitary Engineering and constructed its first sewage treatment plant in Blue Plains Washington 

D.C. In April of 1996, the District Council enacted DC Law 11-111 “The Water and Sewer 

Authority Establishment and Department of Public Works Reorganization Act of 1996” which 

initiated the creation of the District of Columbia Water and Sewer Authority (DC WASA). This 

allowed for the finances affiliated with this authority to no longer be tied to the District's 

overall budget.  It wasn't until 2010 when the company went through a restructuring campaign 

to what it's now known as DC Water.  

 

Figure 1.3 

For this project, the team will focus its efforts in optimizing the operations within the 

water service Branch, a subdivision of the greater DC Water company with its hierarchical 



location within the company being found in figure 1.3. This subdivision is responsible for 

performing repairs which include but are not limited to approximately 500 water main breaks 

every year. These repairs tend to occur frequently throughout the winter months due to an 

aging pipeline infrastructure which averages about 78 years [2][1]. The typical DMB crew 

consists of approximately 5-8 members, ranging in about $8-10k worth of labor costs, and 

equipment cost for the DC Water company [2].  

 

Figure 1.4 

The above figure 1.4 demonstrates the distribution of the members within the water 

services branch, which is composed of three main repair crews. Each crew is referred to as 

Omega #10, 20, or 30 all head by the manager. The general foreman is in charge of 

investigating, determining, directing and coordinating repair work for the DMB [1]. As for the 

three foremen, they are in charge of assessing repairs, ordering parts, and dispatching the crew 

to the site [1]. These repairs are conducted through referral from work orders, which are 

created once a customer reports an incident.  

1.3 Budget 
In terms of budget, costs are managed through third party companies. For FY 2018, DC 

Water has an operating budget of $561.9 million and for the Water service's budget it is $24 

million [2]. As for on-going projects (those dealing with repairing water main breaks, replacing 

valves, etc.) the budget for these projects is approximately $6.9 million [2]. These figures are 

assigned by the Board of Directors who answer to Mayor Muriel Bowser [1]. Figure 1.5 shows 



the budget being constant and not adapting to the growth in demand.  

 

Figure 1.5 

When it comes to the financial state of the company, DC Water has been able to make 

some major financial accomplishments such as having a relentless focus on affordability for the 

consumer, achieving the coveted "AAA" credit rating, and introducing the nation's first 

Environmental Impact Bond (EIB) [2]. 

 

Figure 1.6 

Along with those achievements, DC Water has been continuing to experience an increase in 

revenue however also having to deal with a slowly rising operating budget. As you can see in the above 

figure 1.6, due to this rising operating budget (and potentially other factors), the company has not been 

able to place as much money to the side to purchase assets, therefore resulting in a decreased capital 

disbursements budget going into FY 2018 as opposed to going into FY 2017. Otherwise the company is in 

a financially stable condition. 



 

Figure 1.7       Figure 1.8 

Keeping up with the goal of serving the community, DC Water has also been able to 

maintain their retail rates relatively close to the overall average retail price of all the water 

utility providers in the country. As shown in figure 1.6, even though the average retail rates of 

DC Water (with and without District Fees) falls within the upper quartile amongst all the retail 

rates offered in the country, it still manages to not be the costliest water management service 

which is impressive seeing as DC Water manages one of the most intricate water distribution 

services in the world [2]. Along with this, EPA guidelines suggest that fees and charges should 

be within 4 percent of the median household income to be considered affordable (2 percent for 

water and 2 percent for sewer) [2]. Using the last available census data (2013), DC Water’s rates 

are well under that target and they are comparable with similar water and wastewater utilities 

[2].  

With this all being said, DC Water exists to develop, maintain, and recruit a high 

performing workforce, enhance customer and public confidence, communications, and 

perception, maximize water quality treatment, compliance, and efficiency, and finally, optimally 

manage infrastructure [2]. The accomplishment of these goals depends on many factors, one of 

which includes the management of the impending low priority work order backlog issue will 

help in ensuring these goals are met. 

 

1.4 Work Orders 
In 2014, DC Water has implemented a system of ordering work orders depending on its 

urgency of completion and how hazardous the situation could be to the overall 



infrastructure. In table 1.1, each tier in this classification system (which ranges from 1 to 5) 

is further explained [1]: 

Table 1.1 

WORK ORDER 
PRIORITY 

DESCRIPTION 

1 Situation pertaining to regular maintenance. Done regularly in no particular 
season 

2 Situation done to ensure it doesn't upgrade to a higher scaled priority (4-5) 
3 Situation that could evolve to higher priority during winter if issued in summer 
4 Mostly received in winter, due to failure to attend to priority 3 work orders 
5 Situation that affects consumers and may even shut off water flow 

 

From the data set obtained by DC water, it was found that low priorities make up 67% of the 

total work orders arriving, while 33% of the total work orders are high priority. The frequency 

of priorities is highly related to the season. Figure 1.9 below is for data that was collected 

between June – October 2017. Therefore, the frequency of high priority (4, 5) work orders are 

low. Alternatively, the number of these high priorities is projected to go up in the winter times.  

Also, figure 1.10, shows that DC Water receives the most jobs related to mains (25%), followed 

by services (24%), meters (17%), hydrants (16%), valves (10%), jobsites (3%), curbcocks (3%), 

followed by manholes (2%).  

 

Figure 1.9 



 

Figure 1.10 

The main types of work orders, also knowns as failure classes, that this project will focus on 

are meters, valves, meter housing, services and mains. The percentage of the main types of 

work orders are shown on the figure 1.11 below:  

 

Figure 1.11 

1.5 Workflow of Work Orders 
D.C Water is currently looking for ways to innovate their current workflow of work 

orders shown in figure 1.12 and figure 1.13, to reduce the backlog.  It depicts a high-level model 

of the work order workflow and some of the many resources that are shared and seized during 

each of the processes. Note that this model does not apply to all categories of work orders as 

some of them are more complex or simpler. D.C Water's backlogs usually occur due to a miss 

allocation of resources, for example if a high priority work order arrives most of the resources 

are devoted to it while low priority work orders get accumulated thus creating a backlog. 



The work order arrivals are created once a customer reports an incident or there is a leak or 

damage to the infrastructure. An investigation team is assigned to investigate the work order's 

validity, which determines whether the work order is for DC water or not. For example, if the 

work order is in a public property and requires excavation then it is for DC water. A priority 

number is then assigned to the work orders to determine its priority. If it is priority 5, then it 

needs to be done immediately, if it is apriority 4, it can be done in 24 hours, but 3-2-1 are 

considered low priority and can be done at the foreman's discretion. All of these work orders go 

to the general foreman who assigns the work on a sequential basis to the foreman. 

 

Figure 1.12 

 

Figure 1.13 



  From the work order data set obtained from DC water, the interarrival time of the work 

orders was calculated. It was found that it follows a gamma distribution Gamma (4.59, 0.567). 

The repair time distributions for each type of repair by each team were also calculated in table 

1.2 below. The distribution in red indicated the K-S test passed with an alpha of 0.05. The units 

are in hours as the data show the distributions from the time a work order is assigned to the 

foreman to the time it is closed and that includes delays in the work orders not only wrench 

time.   

Table 1.2 

 

 

1.6 Scheduling of Work Orders 
The pre- repair process for low priority work order is different from the high priority ones, 

with the high priority since it needs to be done immediately many pre-planning processes are 

bypassed to ensure that the work is done immediately. For low priority work orders, the pre-

repair processes are not bypassed. For example, before starting a repair, the DMB must request 

a designated crew from the Distribution and Control Branch (DCB) to close the required valves, 

and notify the customer of the water shut down in 48 hours. The utility marking is not required 

to provide notice in emergency failures in high priorities because of its urgency, and urban 

forestry are also not notified of a tree removal if a priority is high. Low priority work orders are 

scheduled with multiple process dependencies considered because miss utility and urban 

forestry play a big part in their processes thus causing work orders to be opened for a long 

time. DC water has no standard scheduling process for low priority repairs. Each foreman has a 

unique approach to choosing which low priority work order to work on. These processes are 

undocumented. Which this project aims to solve by creating various scheduling processes.   

A typical day for a foreman is usually 8 hours of work per day. They clock-in at 7:30am. It 

takes them about 3 hours to get ready and to take a look at the work orders they want to do 

and then gather equipment for the job site. They arrive at the job site at 9am-10am. According 

to their union contracts, foreman are required to have 30 minute lunch breaks, and two 15 



minute break. Some foreman do not have the 30 min break but instead eat on their way to the 

job site. 

1.7 Automated Meter Replacement – AMR 
AMR, which stands for Automatic Meter Reading system, which is a meter replacement 

project. It is a meter that collects water flow data and transmits all information back to DC 

Water via satellite [4]. 90,000 meters are being replaced with meters that use radio frequency 

and cell phone technology to send daily water consumption to DC water, as well as to the 

customer [2]. In order to maintain a reliable water maintenance infrastructure, new meters 

must replace the older ones at most every decade [4]. Starting in January of 2017 and planned 

completion date to be June 2018.  Since January of 2017, the low priority work orders are 

increasing even more due to the restoration of the existing old meters with the newer AMR 

technology. These installations and repairs will either (1) be successful, (2) identify other issues 

in the nearby area to the meter, or (3) break components of the service lines or meter housing. 

In two out of the three scenarios a new work order for D.C. Water will be created, thus 

resulting in more low priority work orders that are being created. Since the beginning of the 

AMR project, D.C Water has stated that their number of work orders has significantly increased, 

creating a larger rate of incoming low priority work orders. From figure 1.14 below, it can be 

noted that a sudden increase in work orders happened around July and keeps increasing.  

   

Figure 1.14 

The DMB are assigned work orders for meter related jobs only when excavation is required and as 

long as it is not within private property. Otherwise job is redirected to entity outside of Water Services. 

Photo 1.1 below is what an automated meter looks like, and was taken by the team on a high priority 

site research. 



 

Photo 1.1 

1.8 Backlog 
The aging water distribution system in our Nation's capital is having more failures than ever 

recorded creating an unprecedented number of work orders for the Water Services branch in 

D.C Water. To add to the increasing number of failures, D.C Water is currently having a difficult 

time keeping up with the increasing amount of incoming work orders. DC water would close an 

average of 33 work orders per week, but due to the AMR, 30 more work orders are being added 

per week, so the rate in which DC water can close work orders is less than incoming work 

orders. Also given that D.C Water is mostly attending to high priority work orders; a large 

number of low priority work orders are being delayed. For this project backlog is defined as any 

work order that is still opened for longer than 90 days. As seen in the figure 1.15 below, 80% of 

backlogged work orders are priority 3.  

 

Figure 1.15 

Further data analysis on backlogged work orders shows that 75% of work orders in the 

backlog are type meter housing as seen in figure 1.16. Meter housings are the covers of the 

meters. It’s increases in backlog is a result of the AMR because when the old meters are being 



replaced, the meter housings are being touched and since they are old they are more prone to 

damage.   

  

Figure 1.16 

 

1.9 Data Properties 
Operational data regarding the DMB branch and its repairs for the last seven years was 

provided, having the following structure:  

ReportDate  ActualDate  ActualFinish ResponseDelay RepairDuration TotalDuration 

  

ResponseDelay: measures the time it took from the moment the work order was reported to 

the moment the work order started to be repaired. Pre- repair to actual start of repair is 

unrecorded. 

RepairDuration:  Time between the moments the work order was started to the moment the 

work order was closed.  

The difference between the report dates were captured and analyzed to get a random variable 

(RV) to represent the inter-arrival rates of the simulation, and be able to capture the frequency 

with which work orders are arriving. The inter-arrival rates calculated considered all priority 

types and data from May, 2014 to August 2017. May, 2014 was chosen to be the initial moment 

in which the random variable began to be calculated since it was the time in which D.C Water 

began to prioritize its work orders.  

The best fit distribution to the data was lognormal distribution with a mean-log of -2.8 and 

standard deviation log of 1.9. The P-Value for the distribution was significant at an alpha level 



of 0.05. The green line in figure 1.17 shows the fit of the log-normal distribution and the black 

line represents the density function of the data.

 

Figure 1.17 

As for backlogged work order data. The data set provided followed the following structure: 

 Since the data set is for backlog, which means the work orders are still open, there are no 

actual closed work order dates. Scheduled dates are also empty. Even though the work orders 

are assigned to a crew foreman, it is up to the foreman to decide when he wants to perform the 

low priority backlogged work orders. Figure 1.18 is calculated by first sorting the Failure Class, 

which is the type of work orders whether it is meters, services or meter housing. The increase 

in backlog is calculated as work orders with a ReportedDate > 90 days/the total number of 

work orders.  The data set contains backlogged work since 2013. As for the trends and history 

of backlog over the years, it was measured with a different data set that contained all the work 

orders closed since 2014, and was measured using (Reported date - Actual start) > 90 days. It 

was found that 1130 work orders exceed the 90-day threshold in total of 4 years. The following 

figure 1.18 illustrated the percentage of backlogged work orders for each year since 2014.  It 

can be noted that 2017 is experiencing the largest backlog due to the AMR (Changeout project). 

Two assumptions can be made for 2016 data, either the 2016 data does not contain sufficient 

data points, or there were very few backlogs that year for unknown reasons.  



 

Figure 1.18 

 

1.10 Cause and Effect of Ad-Hoc 
Upon analysis of the foremen's work days, problems were identified that cause slack in their schedules. 

The fishbone diagram in figure 1.19 identifies 3 problems that will be addressed in this project.  

 

Figure 1.19 



1- Work Order Rates: 

As of 2017, there has been an influx of work orders. The rate of incoming work orders has increased 

because of the aging infrastructure, and the AMR project that DC Water is currently undergoing. An 

increase of around 30 work orders is added to DC Water per week, making them forced to complete 

60 work orders per week. DC Water can close an average of 30 work orders per week, making the 

rest of the 30 go into backlog.  

2-  Scheduling and Travel Time: 

The work orders are scheduled based on a sequential allocation. That is, 33.3% of work orders are 

assigned to each one of the foremen, Omegas 10, 20 and 30. Furthermore, foreman assign work 

orders to their crews on the same basis. Each crew gets assigned to 33.3% of the work orders. This 

causes that work orders are scheduled without taking travel time into consideration. As seen in 

figure 1.20, one crew, depicted below in red, has to travel extensively between the work orders 

before heading back to the depot at the end of their day. Upon further analysis of this allocation, we 

found that 20% of the crew's work day is wasted in travel time.  

  

Figure 1.20     Figure 1.21 

  

3- Wait Time:   

Once a crew is on site, they are exposed to many bottlenecks that can cause them a delay. Of 

these bottlenecks, there is miss utility notifications, where they have to notify the customer of 

water shutoff. There is the delay to wait for the valve crew to shut off the water, and the delay of 

urban forestry, where the crew has to wait for urban forestry to take down a tree in the event that 

the roots of the tree are entangled within the work site. During these delays, the crew is typically 

idle, causing a noticeable amount of time lost. As seen in figure 1.22 below, this scenario is one 

the worst that a crew can face. They face 2 delays, which causes them to be idle two hours. 



During that time, the crew is able to complete an extra work order.  

 

Figure 1.22 

2 Stakeholder Analysis 
The stakeholders will be separated into two groups, one of which dealing with primary 

stakeholders and the other dealing with secondary stakeholders. The primary stakeholders are 

defined as having direct interaction with DC Water as opposed to the secondary stakeholders 

which are defined as those stakeholders who interact directly with the Distribution and 

Management Branch (DMB) and the work orders requested [1]. 

2.1 Primary Stakeholders 
Primary stakeholders include [1]: 

 DC Water: Water distribution provider for the entire DC region and portions of VA and 

MD 

 Distribution and Management Branch (DMB): Subdivision of DC Water, deals with 

maintenance service and overall infrastructure management 

 Board of Directors: Establishes policies, sets rates, and determines charges  

 Labor Unions: Protect their members' wages, working conditions, and pensions. May 

Include DMB Staff and DC Water employees who desire additional benefits or support 

Figure 2.1 takes a deeper look into the inner tensions in between each of the primary 

stakeholders. 



 

Figure 2.1 

 

When taking a deeper look into how the primary stakeholders interact, cases rise in which 

tensions may occur. For instance, as illustrated in figure 2.1 by the red bolded arrows, if the 

board of directors were to not grant the Distribution and Management branch enough 

monetary support to meet with the operational budget, then the DMB may lose trust and 

confidence with the board of directors [1]. This could also in turn cause a decrease in the 

overall quality of service by both the DMB and DC Water as a whole [1]. However, if the Board 

of Directors supply enough budget for the DMB to complete their tasks, more tasks will be 

fulfilled and thus, DC Water's rate of completed tasks will increase which will in turn increase 

overall customer satisfaction, which shows that there is a win-win scenario where when one 

stakeholder fulfills its duty others benefit from this. 

Primary stakeholders within the DMB consist of [1]: 

 Oversees all operations conducted within the DMB and ensures that all tasks are being 

completed by the different parties  

 General Foreman: allocates work to the foreman on a first-come-first-serve basis with a 

focus on equal distribution amongst the three repair crews 

 Foreman: responsible for initiating work on low priority work orders and deal with third 

party contractors outside of DC Water whenever necessary 



 Repair Crews: personnel that work for the DMB and go out to the site to complete the 

necessary repairs to close a work order. Divided into 9 groups (Omega 1-1,1-2,1-3,2-

1,...) composed of  5-7 personnel 

Figure 2.2 looks at how the many entities within DMB interact with each other: 

 

Figure 2.2 

Once the foreman gets the work orders from the general foreman, they are then 

supposed to distribute the work to each of the three repair crews at their disposal. However, 

even though they distribute on a first-come-first-serve basis with a focus on equal distribution 

(meaning each repair crew gets the same amount of work orders as the other two), the 

foremen do not take into account the complexity of the work. This means that they could 

inadvertently assign too many complex tasks to one repair crew as opposed to other repair 

crews. This signals a tension, because the crews that are assigned the more complex work could 

get overwhelmed by the workload and this stress would not only lead to the quality of work 

done to potentially decrease due to overexertion, but the repair crews could protest against 

this which would bring the labor unions task back into play. Therefore, to avoid this tension and 

ensure that the foremen and the repair crews benefit from each other, the foremen must 

ensure that they balance the complexity of work amongst the repair crews. 

 

2.2 Secondary Stakeholders 
Secondary stakeholders include [1]: 



 Water Consumers: Clients who desire reliable and clean, drinking water from a water 

distribution source at an affordable price with exceptional customer service 

 3rd Party Contractors: Repair crews who serve to assist DMB crews with equipment, 

external labor, AMR, etc. 

 Department of Transportation (more specifically Urban Forestry): Subdivision of DDOT 

that are contacted whenever a tree is entangled within the pipes DC Water has to 

conduct work on 

 Miss Utility: Notification center that informs customer of proposed excavation 

 Valve Crew (Distribution and Control Branch):  Responsible for isolating the subsection 

of the water distribution system that requires maintenance 

Figure 2.3 illustrates the tensions that may occur amongst the secondary stakeholders. 

 

Figure 2.3 

As established previously with the primary stakeholders, there are also tensions that 

may occur amongst the secondary stakeholders. Once the repair crews reach the site of work, 

they must immediately begin excavating the area to reach the pipes that need work done on 

them. However, if there is a tree nearby, and once they finish excavating the area they find that 

the roots of the tree are entangled within the pipes, the foreman must then contact urban 

forestry to get to the site and remove the tree. This signals a delay for the repair crews from 

completing the work. This is only the case for lower priority work orders, because if the 

situation is of higher priority the repair crews will immediately dispose of the tree and handle 

the situation with DDOT at a later point. Also, to highlight two stakeholder that benefit from 

each other, so long as there are 3rd party contractors on site, this entails additional resources 



on site that will help in closing the work order, thus the DMB will complete its tasks, the 

consumers will be satisfied, and the 3rd party contractors will be compensated for their work. 

As for how these stakeholders (both primary and secondary) relate back to the work flow 

diagram, the DMB branch conduct investigation on the matter of the work order through 

money granted by the board of directors, then the DMB management team distribute the 

general foreman into assessing the jobs required to fulfill the work orders. They then in turn 

distribute the foreman to the site, with 3rd party contractors being issued to the site when 

necessary. Once all repairs issued by the work order are completed, the progress is addressed 

to DC Water in turn they officially close the work order. 

3 Problem and Need Statement 

3.1 Problem Statement 
 A 40% increase of backlogged work orders caused by the current (AMR) 
 An average of 30 work orders to the existing backlog per week 
 Also an  increased the mean time in system of a work order to 62 days.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 

 

 

3.2 Need Statement 
 DC Water must reduce the backlog and time in system to 10 work orders and 30 days 

respectively.   
 They have to schedule by location  
 Minimize idle time  



 

4 ConOps 

4.1 Workflow Sequence Diagrams 
Before diving into the conOps of the Workflow Efficiency System, a sequence diagram is 

presented to illustrate the interactions between various entities for the work order to be 

performed. Seen in figure 4.1 is a sequence diagram of low priority work orders being initiated 

by the customer reporting an incident to the command center, and ends with the repair crew 

closing the work order once it is completed. Every type of work order and priority has a great 

deal of variation in each incident response process. 

 

 



 

Figure 4.1 



For example, in figure 1.4, urban forestry is added and can play an important part in the 
workflow delay. If tree roots are entangled with the pipes that require repair, Urban Forestry 
are contacted for tree removal. For high priority work orders, various steps seen in the 
sequence diagram are being bypassed. As mentioned before urban forestry being 
contacted for tree removal gets omitted if the work is an emergency. The in-house crew 
removes the tree and later contacts urban forestry. DDOT is also omitted to insure no 
delays happen in a high priority emergency work order. As for low priority, all the steps 
need to be taken starting from the initial investigation process and following the crew on-
site assessment to closing the work order.  

An investigation crew is dispatched to the site. The crew use various equipment 

devices to determine the cause of the failure. Once the cause of failure is identified, the 

crew assigns a priority level to the incident and enters the report. This report is then 

given to the general foreman who further clarifies details of the work order and then 

dispatches the incident to a crew. It is done on a sequential basis and at times it depends 

on the general foreman's thirty-year experience. There are no dispatching systems or set 

schedules in place, which leaves room for more pre-site delays and on-site delays. The 

red borders around 4.1 indicated that the system will mainly interact with general 

foreman and foreman crew to create a structure and allow dc water a more efficient 

planning of the workflow of work orders.  

The foreman conducts his own on-site assessment and can chose the low priority 

work orders he wants to work on for the day. In the ConOps of the Workflow Efficiency 

System, the system addresses the lack of structured dispatching than can cause delays. 

For example, a foreman can choose two work orders that contain more delays or that are 

far away from each other adding double the amount of travel time to the delay. The 

Workflow Efficiency System aims to close these gaps and eliminate the random choices 

of work order and allows the foreman to choose the work orders based on travel time, 

duration of wrench time, and amount of process causing delay and so on. Wrench time is 

defined as the time that the crew is doing the actual job. 

 

 

4.2 Solution ConOps 
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5 Requi

rements 

5.1 Simulat

ion Objectives 
The main 

function of our 

system is to 

design and 

implement an 

optimized 

workflow of 

work orders that 

will reduce the 

current backlog 

of low priority 

work orders. 

These objectives were derived by a continual communication with the customer, these requirements 

directly relate to D.C Water's main objectives. Figure 5.1 

Resource Maximization 

The system shall maximize the usage of resources by 95%.  

Minimize Wait Time  

The system shall minimize waste in delay time by 45%. 

Reduce Backlog 

The system shall reduce backlog by 90% since January 2017 (AMR). 

Figure 4.2 



 

Figure 5.1 

 

5.2 Simulation Requirements 
These are all the requirements related to how the simulation will function. Figure 5.2 and figure 5.3 

Input Requirements 

All of the requirements regarding the inputs the system shall receive. 

Work Order Arrival 

The system shall correctly receive and analyze work order arrival data 95% of the time. The work orders shall 

include data relating to the type, category, and time. 

Output Requirements 

All the requirements regarding the outputs of the system.  

Work Order Time Distribution 

The system shall output a distribution with the mean and standard deviation of the work orders 

correctly 95% of the time.  

Analyze Alternatives 

The system shall statistically compare the different alternatives of the business process and correctly 

select the best one 95% of the time. 



Model current workflow 

The simulation shall model the current workflow of work orders used by D.C Water 

Foreman Low Priority Assignment  

The system shall simulate the workflow from the moments the general foreman is given work order 

until a foreman starts a work order correctly with a margin of error of 5%.  

Delay simulation  

The system shall simulate the major delays in workflow of work order 95% of the time. 

 

Figure 5.2 

Probabilistic Distributions 

The simulation shall accept all the probability distributions regarding the arrivals and processes.  

Warming Period 

The simulation shall determine a warming period for it to begin the simulation at a realistic scenario.  

Confidence interval 

The simulation shall have enough replication for it to achieve a 95% confidence interval.  

Half-Width 

The simulation shall have enough replications for it achieve an acceptable half-width of 5 work orders. 

Heuristics  



The simulation shall compare different business optimizing heuristics and determine the best feasible 

solution.  

Scheduling  

The system shall compare between the total responses to work order in baseline vs total response to 

work order for three different types of scheduling design to reduce total time in system.  

 

Figure 5.3 

 

5.3 Non-Functional Requirements 
These are all the non-functional requirements for the developments of this system. Figure 5.4 

Compliance  

The system shall comply with all the regulations for which D.C. Water has not control over.  

1.3.2 Delivery 

The system shall be able to produce optimization recommendations by April 1st, 2018 



 

Figure 5.4 

5.4 Workflow System Requirements 
Figure 5.5 

Recommendations 

The system shall correctly make feasible recommendations 95% of the time.  

Third Party Contractors 

The system shall NOT use third party contracts for the closure of work orders.  

Work Order Outliers 

The system shall disregard outlier work order data.  



 

Figure 5.5 

6 Design Alternatives 
To be able to identify the possible alternatives of the system, a simulation of the current 

workflow will be developed, taking into consideration its distributions and arrival processes. 

From this simulation, bottlenecks and deficiencies will be identified, therefore providing insight 

into the possible alterations of the workflow that could make the system more efficient. Three 

different design alternatives are being studied:    

1. Creating schedules based on the travel time between each work order.  

2. Locating exclusive resources to a specific type of work order (low priority).   

3. Scheduling crew based on time to repair failure class. 

6.1 Current Method 
Currently, once a customer reports a delay, the general foreman investigates the work order 

and adds it to their current management system; Maximo. In Maximo, work orders are kept 

and organized based on what repair type and priority they are. Every morning, the general 

foreman gives each foreman a list of work orders they must complete. Each foreman then 

allocates work orders to their crews on an ad-hoc basis. Upon analysis of this method, it turns 

out this method is not very efficient and DC Water is unable to satisfy their completed work 

order requirement.  



6.2 Dedicated Crews for Low Priority Only 

 

Figure 6.1    Figure 6.2 

With the high number of high priority work orders that arrive each year, especially during 

the winter time, the nine crews are not being able to create a schedule/plan to take care of the 

low priority work orders creating a continually increasing backlog of work orders. We will study 

how focusing one or two of the crews to only low priority work order would affect the increase 

of backlog of work orders. Figure 6.1 depicts how the current system works and figure 6.2 

shows the changes the team is proposing. Currently, all crews are doing the highest priority 

work orders in the queue, alternative #2 proposes to focus a crew on only doing low priority 

work orders with the goal of reducing the amount of backlogged work orders. This means that 

if a high priority comes in, one of the remaining crews get assigned to it. This ensures that low 

priorities are no longer neglected and backlogged due to incoming emergencies. 

 

Figure 6.3 



As shown previously, figure 6.3 shows that the majority of backlogged work orders are low 

priority. By taking care of those low priorities, we are able to decrease DC water’s backlog. 

6.2 Travel Time Reduction 
Currently there is no dispatching system in place. The general foreman uses his 30 + 

years' experience and estimates the allocation of work order. He also dispatches it 

sequentially and equally to all types of crews. The current way of task allocation to the 

foreman does not take into account the travel times in between the work orders scheduled. 

This causes around 20% of the crew's work day spent in travel time. Shown in the 

illustration in  figure 6.4 below, the crew works on repair 1, and repair 2 only for that day.   

 

Figure 6.4 

Theoretically, while using this heuristic, we are able to minimize travel time in between 

work orders to 1.5 hours, and manage to fit a repair or inspection (repair 3) in the crew's work 

day shown in figure 6.5. By completing inspections ahead of time, the crew is able to finish the 

actual repair in less time once the work order is scheduled.   

 

Figure 6.5 

6.3 Wrench Time Maximization  
The third design alternatives being proposed is to maximize wrench time. Wrench time 

is a measure of workers at work, using tools, and working on the jobs. Wrench time does 

not include time obtaining parts for repair or obtaining instructions or traveling to or from 

jobs. It does not include time spent obtaining work assignments early in the morning. It also 

does not include break time. The wrench time maximization system can help alleviate the 



issue of idle time while the crew is at the work site. With this tool, DC Water can properly 

plan and schedule its work around major delays that they can face while at the work site. 

One of the most effective ways to improve maintenance operations, and improve 

wrench time is to streamline the planning and scheduling work order processes by working 

around the idle time of the foreman, whether it is waiting for miss utility, tree issues or any 

kinds of on-site delays a decision support system will be created to support each team's 

foreman on deciding whether to fix nearby work orders or investigating nearby sites during 

their idle time to minimize idle time or pre-site planning time. The system uses google maps 

to calculate travel times it will use work order repair distributions to calculate repair time 

and obtain expected delays. As seen in figure 6.6, the sequence diagram shows the system 

will them return a list of nearby locations which fit the expected delay time. The foreman 

then chooses the nearby location to fix it if they have the proper tools or investigate the site 

to accelerate pre-site planning in order to have the equipment and planning ready for next 

day allowing them to be proactive instead of reactive. Efficient coordination of available 

materials, tools, and resources, can improve workflow, and save time and money as they 

planning jobs in advance.  

 

Figure 6.6 

 

 

In figure 6.7, a high-level visual depiction of the system illustrates the utilization of the 

non-wrench time and the improvement of the work capacity. The pre-planning process in 

the morning from 8-10 can be reduced if sites are investigated during idle time. It can also 

help eliminate the smaller low priority work orders that do not contain delays that are more 

than the idle time. 



 

Figure 6.7 

In figure 6.8, a snapshot of the code used to implement the system is shown, and it 

follows the same logic seen in figure 6.6, the sequence diagram. First the foreman enters the 

location of the current work order, then they enter the expected idle time due to various 

known delays such as miss utility, Urban Forestry and so on. The system then proceeds to 

supply the foreman with close by work orders than can be done within the idle time range.  

 

Figure 6.8 

 

7 Simulation 
Figure 7.1 shows a IDEF0 diagram of the system, portraying the expected inputs, assets, 

controls and outputs. With the use of work order inter-arrivals and individual process 



distributions the model was able to calculate the time for work orders to be processed, and 

make recommendations and sensitivity analysis. 

 

Figure 7.1 

A model was created taking into account every work order category and repair 

durations found in table 7.1. The objective of the simulation is to optimize their operations to 

be able to minimize the number of backlogged work orders from 70 to 10, This will help DC 

water adopt to a new way of working that will help them reach a steady state in the long run, 

and manage emergencies in a more efficient way.  

Table 7.1 

 

 

7.1 Baseline 

7.1.1 Petri-Nets Simulation 
To understand the different effects of the three proposed design alternatives, a baseline 

simulation was created using Petri-Nets and taking into consideration the different types of 



delays, resources, inter-arrival times, and general workflow. This baseline will be compared to 

the other three alternatives where the mean, standard deviation, and the backlog of work 

orders increase rate will be compared.  

The Petri-Net model is depicted in three different images because of its complexity and size. 

Part 1 below depicted in figure 7.2 models the inter-arrival of work orders, at first, they are 

created as generic work orders. Then the general foreman investigates the site, and prioritizes 

the work orders. Each of the delays in the model were captured from the data analysis 

performed by the team. 

  

Figure 7.2 

Part 2, figure 7.2, of the Petri-net models the moment the work orders are prioritized 

placing priorities 5 and 4 first since these are the work orders that have to be done first. It 

then models the moment the work orders are assigned to one of the crews using a 33% 

probability of each work order going to any of the crews. It is important to notice that 

although not shown in this figure the team assignment done by the foreman of each crew 

follows the same pattern of having a priority queue, and then a 33% probability of it being 

assigned to of the teams.  



 

 

Figure 7.3 

Part 3, figure 7.4, of the Petri-Net model depicts the process in which a work order has 

already been assigned to one of the teams, it again goes through a priority queue where high 

priority work orders are being done first and where one of the crews, depicted as a token (in 

the figure below is represented as crew 1), is seized and released after each repair.  

The Petri-net model also shows the moment the work orders is assigned to a repair type, this 

was done by doing data analysis and determining the probability of work orders of a certain 

type. Once the type of repair has been assigned, a delay is applied to the work order taking into 

consideration the crew that is performing the job, and if the repair is a high or a low priority. 

Once the delay has been completed, the work order is closed and the resources (crew 1) is 

released and available to do a new repair.  



 

Figure 7.4 

Figure 7.5 below shows the complexity of the petri-net model. This final place, depicted by the 

large oval, collects all the tokens from all crews, and with a little manipulation to the code, 

shown in figure 7.6 and figure 7.7, the program is now able to output an excel spreadsheet with 

all the work orders that entered the system as well as the ones that were complete.   



 

Figure 7.5 

 

Figure 7.6 

 



 

Figure 7.7 

7.1.2 SimPy 
Different simulation methodologies will be used in order to create a model that 

captures the intricate details of the business workflow in order to analyze deficiencies and 

implement alternatives. The two major methodologies being implemented will be discrete 

system modelling with SimPy and Petri-Nets.  

SimPy provides flexible means to supply a model for the overall processing of work 

orders with the goal of eventually closing them, whereas Petri-Net will help give an in-depth 

analysis as to how the queuing system works and explain the resource allocation process 

amongst the multiple work orders. 

Data analysis on the data provided by DC water will yield the inter-arrival times of the 

work orders, using these distributions will provide the tools the ability to model the amount of 

work order arriving over certain periods of time. Data analysis will also be performed to 

determine the probability distributions of the time it takes to perform the different repairs 

done by DMB. By using these distributions, the simulation will have a higher precision, and have 

the ability to make better recommendations and sensitivity analysis.  

 

Figure 7.8 depicts a high-level simulation model of the work order workflow and some 

of the many resources that are shared and seized during each of the processes. Although 

inventory (referred as equipment in Figure 3.5.2) is out of the scope of the system, some 

Figure 7.8 



constraints will be set to give the model limitations and prevent it from recommending 

unfeasible solutions.  

7.1.3 Verification 
The results of the baseline compared to the actual workflow are compared in table 7.1 

and table 7.2 below. The simulation is comparing specifically D.C. Water's 2015 data since it has 

a few gaps and error. Table 7.1 compares the amount of work orders coming in and coming out. 

We can see how the interarrival time distribution calculated is a good approximation to the real 

workflow with a 1.5% error which falls within the simulation requirements. The amount of work 

orders leaving the systems has a percent error of four, also respecting our simulations 

requirements. This process is then replicated for the next eight repair crews, each of which 

having their own distributions for the different repairs as you can see in figure 7.8. In order to 

capture statistics from the petri-net model, a monitor must be placed on at least two 

transitions; where the time in system is captured in one of the transitions and then is compared 

to the time in system when the token reaches the second transition. The two transitions that 

we measured in our petri-net model can be seen in figure 7.6 and figure 7.7. The resulting data 

is then output in the form of an Excel spreadsheet, which a sample portion of which can be 

seen in figure 7.8 

 

Figure 7.9 

Table 7.2 

 Work order in  Work order out 

Simulation  1580 per year 1680 per year 

Actual  1556 per year  1733 per year 
% Error  1.5% 4% 

  

Table 7.3 

  Avg. Time in system  Stdev(Hours)  



(Hours)  
Simulation   1454.99  1320.06  
Actual  1488  1383.432 
% Error   2.3%  5%  

 

In general, the Petri-Net model is able to capture the real-world workflow with a ± 5% 

which is within the acceptable error range stipulated by our stakeholders.  

In terms of the average time a work order lasts in the system and its corresponding 

standard deviation, the simulation yielded the following data shown in table 7.3. The average 

time in system has a 2.3% percent error which satisfies the simulation requirements.  

The standard deviation has a 55% error, which means that the simulation was not able 

to capture the variability that the real workflow is evidencing. Two major reasons explain these 

significant error:  

1. D.C. Water has several work orders that have been opened for years, some of 

them crossing the 5 years mark. These work orders are mostly priority 1 and 2 

work orders that are not being closed mainly because they are not representing 

any damage to customers, or are located in inhabited areas. This means that 

even if the crews have the time to close these work orders, investing the time 

and resources to these work orders is not worth it. At the same time D.C. Water 

is reluctant to close these work orders since each work order represents a 

commitment to each customer.  

2. There is no systematic order in which work orders are being closed, the time of 

an arrival of a work order is not considered when it comes to closing a work 

orders. This creates an unpredictable variation between work orders in which 

each team is able to choose what work order to do that day in terms of personal 

preference. This personal preference makes it impossible to completely capture 

the variation with a model.  

  

Table 7.4 

 Avg. Time in system  
(Hours) 

Stdev(Hours) 

Simulation  1454.99 1320.06 

Actual 1488 2400 
% Error  2.3% 55% 

 

Further data analysis was done to be able to compare the two distributions and to study 

how similar they are, and if they come from the same population. Figure 7.9 shows the two 



distributions; the top graph shows a histogram of the average time in system of work orders for 

the actual workflow for D.C. Water. The bottom graph depicts the average time in system of a 

work order for the simulation created.  

A Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test was performed to analyze if the two distributions come 

from the same population with a null hypothesis stating that the two distributions are equal to 

each other. The p-value the test yielded is lower than our alpha of 0.05 meaning that we reject 

the null hypothesis and conclude that the two distributions do not come from the same 

population 

It is important to take into consideration that the large variability among the two 

distributions are a potential reason for why these two distributions are not equal to each other. 

It also has to be pointed out that although these two data sets do not come from the same 

population they do follow the same distribution which means it is a good approximation to the 

actual workflow.  

  

Figure 7.10 

 



7.2 Design Alternatives 

7.2.1 Dedicated Crews for Low Priority Only Simulation 
A Petri-Net model was developed based on the baseline model where one of the resources 

focuses on only doing low priority work orders. The petri-net's code was modified so that only 

crew 1-1 could do low priority work orders and would leave the other crews to do whatever 

was first in the priority queue. The architecture was changed for it to represent the follow 

pseudo code: 

If (work order's priority <= 3){ 

Remove from priority queue and repair} 

Else { 

Leave in priority queue} 

7.2.2 Travel Time Reduction Simulation 
To model this alternative, python code is used along with a web-based service that provides 

real time geographical location and traffic data (Google Maps). A Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

will be developed where the foreman can enter the crew's name, and the GUI will provide a list 

of work orders that are close to each other along with their expected completing time shown in 

table 7.4. The crew's work day will consist of the work orders that the GUI provides.  

To develop the above table, the data was first sorted into the different types of repairs. 

Then, it was sorted further into the crew which performed the work order. Finally, it was sorted 

into the different priorities. Table 7.4 is the distributions for repair of low priority work orders 

only, as the distributions change if the work order was a high priority. The timing produced 

after the sorting were manually entered into Arena Input Analyzer to come up with the 

distributions. 

Table 7.5 

 



8 Results 

8.1 Dedicated Crews for Low Priority Only Results 
After running the simulation, the model yielded the results shown in table 8.1. The 

simulation was ran using two different sub-alternatives: 1. Focus one resource in doing low 

priority work orders 2. Focus two resources on doing low priority work orders. The results 

showed that the two alternatives gave different means and standard deviations. The key 

analysis gotten from the simulation was the average rate of backlog increase. The current 

workflow has an unstable growth of backlog of work orders, on average, with rounding to the 

nearest tenth, the backlog of work orders in D.C. Water is expected to grow by 20 each month. 

If one resource is focused on low priority work orders the backlog is expected to decrease by 12 

work orders each month, and with two resources, 18 work orders decrease each month. An 

interesting behavior worth highlighting is the non-linear relationship between the rates of 

backlog increase every time an extra resource is added. A possible reason for this is the 

increase of inflow of work orders to the backlog the moment more resources are being focused 

to low priority work orders. The more resources being focused on low priority work orders the 

more work orders will become backlogged.  

The baseline as well as the two alternatives tested have exponential distributions in terms 

of the delay of work orders. A Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test was performed to determine if the 

three distributions came from the same population in order to determine if there was 

statistically significant in terms of their performance. A P-Value higher than 0.05 was acquired 

for all of them thus we fail to reject the null hypothesis and conclude that the three 

distributions come from the same population.   

Table 8.1 

 Avg. Time in system  
(Hours) 

St-dev(Hours) Average Rate of 
Backlog Increase  

Baseline 1454.99 1320.06 +20/month 

Alternative #2 – 1 
Resource  

1514.32 1132.87 -12/month 

Alternative #2 – 2 
Resources  

1589.43 1254.04 -18/month 

 

A projection of the future state of the back log of work orders of D.C. Water was done 

by assuming an initial condition of 100 work orders. The projections are depicted in figure 8.1 

where the blue line shows the current unstable condition of D.C Water, the orange line what 

would happen if you resource is focused, and the grey is two resources are focused. The 

projections show that D.C Water should have decreased it backlog of work orders to 0 in eight 

months, and 4 months if two resources are focused.  



 

Figure 8.1 

8.2 Travel Time Reduction Results 
The travel time minimization simulation ran for one year with 2537 replications. Table 8.2 

below shows the results of the simulation compared to the baseline, where a t-test was 
performed to determine if there was a statistically significant improvement from the baseline.   

 

Table 8.2 

   Average   sigma   T-Test (alpha 

= 0.05)   
Percent 

Improvement   
Time 

in System   
1522.5   556.8   Significant   4.8   

Number 

In   
1551.4   16.3   Not 

Significant    
 _________  

Backlog   412.6   187.1   Significant   6.2   
Closed   1471.5   186.9   Significant   2.8   

 
The results showed that with the travel time minimization alternative there was a 4.8% 

improvement in terms of time in system, 6.2% improvement in terms of backlog reduction, and 
2.8% improvement in terms of closed work orders.   

The new average travel time for the crews were also studied and the simulation exhibited 
that the average time to go from one repair to another reduced from an average of 20 minutes 
to an average of 9 minutes. Figure 8.2 compares the travel time distribution for the current 
random assignment methodology (black) vs. the proposed travel time minimization 
methodology (red). The graph shows how the new proposed alternative has a smaller mean 
and standard deviation.   



 

Figure 8.2 

8.3 Design of Experiment 

The proposed solutions outlined earlier are tested against each other and their resulting 
outputs. The outputs, which are the time in system, number of closed work orders, and backlog 
increase/decrease per month, will then be compared to one another which will help in 
concluding which heuristic, or combination of heuristics, proves to be the most efficient in 
closing a steady flow of work orders.   

Travel time reduced the time in system by 4.8% and increased the number of closed work 
orders per year by 2.8%. then, comparing the baseline to alternative 2-focusing 1 crew, results 
in a –12 decrease in backlog monthly, a 31% increase of closed work orders, and a 5% decrease 
of time in system. Focusing 2 crews results in a 34% increase of closed work orders, but only a 
decrease of 0.54% for the average time in system. The alternative with the most backlog 
decrease is focusing 2 crews for low priority work. Additionally, with that alternative, we get 
the highest increase of closed work orders. However, focusing only one crew results in the 
highest percent improvement for time in system. Table 8.3 summarizes the results of the 
different alternatives.  



Table 8.3 

 
 

 

9 Verification 

9.1 Verification Test Procedure 

Requirement Verification Test Procedure 

The system shall maximize the usage of 
resources by 95%.  

Checking the times that the resources are 

idle. This should be 5% of the total time of 

the system or less. 

Idle time <= 5% of total time 

The system shall minimize waste in delay 
time by 45% 

Calculate waste time in current system. 

Calculate total waste time in new system. 

New waste time <= 45% of current waste 
time 

The system shall reduce backlog by 90% since 
January 2017 (AMR) 

At the end, calculate the number of 
backlogged work orders that have been done 
and compare them to the original number of 
backlogged work orders (100). 

The system shall correctly receive and 
analyze work order arrival data 95% of the 

Enter data into the system.  
Enter information such as type, category, and 



time. The work orders shall include data 
relating to the type, category, and time.  

repair time 100 times. 
Enter incorrect information such as type, 
category, and repair time 100 times.  
Check to see whether correct information 
was accepted 95% of the times.  
Check to see whether incorrect information 
was rejected 95% of the time.  

The system shall output a distribution with 
the mean and standard deviation of the work 
orders correctly 95% of the time.  

Input data into the system. Check the 
outputs. 

The simulation shall model the current 
workflow of work orders used by D.C Water 

Compare inputs of outputs of the DC water’s 
system using the data received from DC 
water with the inputs and outputs of the 
simulation. Comparison should be a 95% 
match. 

The system shall simulate the workflow from 
the moments the general foreman is given 
work order until a foreman starts a work 
order correctly with a margin of error of 5%.   

Compare inputs of outputs of the DC water’s 
system using the data received from DC 
water with the inputs and outputs of the 
simulation. Comparison should be a 95% 
match. 

The system shall simulate the major delays in 
workflow of work order 95% of the time. 

Compare inputs of outputs of the DC water’s 
system using the data received from DC 
water with the inputs and outputs of the 
simulation. Comparison should be a 99% 
match. 

The simulation shall accept all the 
probability  distributions regarding the 
arrivals and processes . 

Enter distributions into system. 
Enter wrong distributions into system. 
Check to see whether system accepts the 
distributions or not.  

The simulation shall determine a warming 
period for it to begin the simulation at a 
realistic scenario. 

Run the simulation until a half width of 5 is 
achieved. Find the warming period. Input the 
warming period into the simulation multiple 
times and the results should be the same 
every time. 

The simulation shall have enough replication 
for it to achieve a 95% confidence interval. 

Run the simulation until a half width of 5 is 
achieved. Using the simulation software, 
check the CI. 

The simulation shall compare different 
business optimizing heuristics and determine 
the best feasible solution.  

Outputs of the best feasible solution 
determined by the team as well as DC Water 
should be the best out of all the outputs. 

The system shall compare between the total 
response to work order in baseline vs total 
response to work order for three different 

Outputs of the best feasible solution 
determined by the team as well as DC Water 
should be the best out of all the outputs. 



types of scheduling design to reduce total 
time in system.  

The system shall comply with all the 
regulations for which D.C. Water has not 
control over.  

Enter data into the system. 
Enter work orders that do not comply with 
DC Water’s regulation.  
Check to see whether work order is 
completed or not.  

The system shall be able to produce 
optimization recommendations by April 1st, 
2018 

Run simulation 15,000 times. 
Check to see if recommendations are available 
after 15,000 runs 

The system shall correctly make feasible 
recommendations 95% of the time.  

Enter data into the system. 
Run for 100 replications. 
Look for feasible recommendations in the 100 
runs. 
Errors in the recommendations should be less 
than 5%. 

The system shall NOT use third party 
contracts for the closure of work orders.  

Input data into the system where third-party 
contractors are required. 

The system shall disregard outlier work order 
data.  

Input data into the simulation, the output 
distributions should have an R^2 > 0.1. 

 

9.2 Verification Test Results 

Requirement Pass/fail 

The system shall maximize the usage of 
resources by 95%.  

Pass 

The system shall minimize waste in delay 
time by 45% 

Pass 

The system shall reduce backlog by 90% since 
January 2017 (AMR) 

Fail 

The system shall correctly receive and 
analyze work order arrival data 95% of the 
time. The work orders shall include data 
relating to the type, category, and time.  

Pass 

The system shall output a distribution with 
the mean and standard deviation of the work 
orders correctly 95% of the time.  

Pass 

The simulation shall model the current 
workflow of work orders used by D.C Water 

Pass 

The system shall simulate the workflow from 
the moments the general foreman is given 
work order until a foreman starts a work 
order correctly with a margin of error of 5%.   

pass 

The system shall simulate the major delays in Pass 



workflow of work order 95% of the time. 

The simulation shall accept all the 
probability  distributions regarding the 
arrivals and processes . 

Pass 

The simulation shall determine a warming 
period for it to begin the simulation at a 
realistic scenario. 

Pass 

The simulation shall have enough replication 
for it to achieve a 95% confidence interval. 

Pass 

The simulation shall compare different 
business optimizing heuristics and determine 
the best feasible solution.  

Pass 

The system shall compare between the total 
response to work order in baseline vs total 
response to work order for three different 
types of scheduling design to reduce total 
time in system.  

Pass 

The system shall comply with all the 
regulations for which D.C. Water has not 
control over.  

Pass 

The system shall be able to produce 
optimization recommendations by April 1st, 
2018 

Pass 

The system shall correctly make feasible 
recommendations 95% of the time.  

Pass 

The system shall NOT use third party 
contracts for the closure of work orders.  

Pass 

The system shall disregard outlier work order 
data.  

Pass 

 

10  Utility 

10.1 Value Hierarchy 
The value hierarchy, shown in figure 10.1 was constructed based on the stakeholder's 

values. The utility is defined by productivity and time. The productivity attribute was measured 

by the average number of backlogged work orders, where lower is more preferred, and average 

number of closed work orders, where higher is preferred. The time attribute was measured by 

the average time in system of a work order, where lower is also preferred. For all the measures, 

a linear single utility function (SUF) was used. From the value hierarchy, a utility function was 

constructed using weights elicited from the primary stakeholder using the tradeoffs method. 



 

Figure 10.1 

10.2 Utility Function 
The utility function is as follows: U(t)= 0.769*closed work orders+ 0.154*backlog+ 

0.077*average time in system. The weight for the utility function were obtained using a 

piecewise tradeoff method with the DMB’s project manager.  

10.3 Utility Analysis 
Using the results obtained from the different alternatives, the utility for each design 

alternative, including the current method, was calculated in table 10.1. The current method has 

a utility score of 0, meaning that it has the lowest number of closed work orders, highest time 

in system, and highest number of backlog when compared to the other alternatives. The 

highest score was obtained from dedicating 2 low-priority crews (Design Alt. 1)  

Table 10.1 

Design Alternative  Utility  

Current Method  0  

Dedicate One Crew for Low Priority  0.878  

Dedicate Two Crews for Low Priority  0.932  

Travel Time  0.1403  

 

After obtaining the utilities, the alternatives were plotted against each cost to evaluate the 

marginal utility cost. The marginal utility of going from design alternative 1, focusing two crews 

for low prioty only to design alternative 2, travel time reduction is -3.2*10^-6.  



 

Figure 10.2 

10.4 Sensitivity Analysis 
Sensitivity analysis on the three measures were performed to measure the sensitivity of 

changing weights on these measures.  Figure 10.3 shows the sensitivity analysis for closed work 

orders. Currently, the highest utility on closed work orders is dedicating two crews for low 

priority work orders. As soon as the weight on closed work orders decreases to 0.49, dedicating 

one crew becomes more preferred now. Travel time or current method is never preferred for 

this measure.  

 

Figure 10.3 



the sensitivity analysis for the backlogged work orders measure is shown in figure 10.4 below.  

With the current weight, focusing two crews on low priority is preferred. If the weight is 

decreased, the preference is not changed. If it increases, again the preference is unchanged.  

 

Figure 10.4 

As for average time in system, where lower is preferred, focusing two crews is preferred with 

the current weight. As soon as the weight increases to 0.13, focusing one crew becomes more 

preferred. Travel time is not preferred even if the weight on the average time in system 

increases to 0.7. the sensitivity analysis graph for the measure is given in figure 10.5 



 

Figure 10.5 

11  Scheduling Tool Development  
 

 

A web-based tool to reduce idle-time and travel time. The system was built to give a water 

utility company a data driven scheduling decision aid that shows the user (i.e. foremen) a list of nearby 

work orders according to an input location with the help of Google Maps, and details about the work 

orders such as mean time for completion, travel time, type, and description. The system has a filtering 

feature to give the foreman control over their schedule. The system will filter based on priority, type and 

work order number. Castorea can also be used by various utility companies that require on-site 

maintenance because it has a data-driven custom made scheduling system which increases productivity 

in an enterprise, and custom schedules tailored to the need of the customer. Castorea has a additonal 

feature built-in to the system called  “Wrench Time Maximization system.”, which shows a list of  closest 

work orders that can be done during the crew's on-site wait time.  

Methodology of Web Application 
The tool, named Castorea which means beaver in Latin, is a multi-purpose application 

that allows water utility companies to increase productivity by reducing travel time between 

repairs and reducing on-site wait time Over time, this will lead to a higher output of completed 



work orders, a better maintained pipeline infrastructure which leads to less failures, all while 

increasing customer satisfaction.  

To access the website, the company will be granted a unique login and password. This 

ensures that all potentially classified information cannot be viewable to anyone who has the 

website URL. Once logged in, the user will be redirected to the dashboard, where they can 

import the work order data, however the data must be in Excel (.xlsx) format in order for the 

website to read the file and extract its information, and store it within the website to be used 

when building the schedules or requesting nearby work. Along with those features, Castorea also 

allows the user to view all repair crew schedules and remove work orders upon completion. This 

website is also compatible for mobile devices. 

Using Python 2.7, Castorea was built using the Flask web development tool and a variety 

of libraries such as Openpyxl to read the excel files and Google Maps Directions API to calculate 

the travel time between two addresses. Bootstrap was used in order to build the user interface in 

HTML code, along with JavaScript for sorting/filtering tables and decomposing the navigation 

bar items to one single dropdown menu in mobile mode. Castorea also comes built in with a user 

login infrastructure that grants the user access to the website with the proper credentials, which 

are stored in a database built using sqlite3. 

Features of Castorea 
Castorea has two features: (1) A Schedule Building Function and (2) A Wrench Time 

Maximization Function. 

Schedule Building 

In order to minimize travel time and balance complexity of work amongst repair crews, Castorea 

provides a scheduling system where once the first work order is selected, the system compares that 

address and outputs the top ten work orders nearest to that work order as seen in Figure 4. By default, 

the list displays from nearest to farthest work order, however the table can also be sorted by any of the 

attributes in the header when clicked. 

 

 

 



Figure 4. Schedule building page of Castorea after user selects first work order of the day. The system also 

provides estimated repair time as seen in the left top corner of the screen in green. 

Once chosen, the system will continue looping through this process until the schedule is finished being 

built, and thus the user will submit the schedule which can then be viewable on the “View Schedule” 

page as seen in Figure 5. This page also gives the foremen a general idea of how much time will be spent 

to complete every work order. The estimated total time is calculated by taking the travel time between 

each work order and add the average repair time of every work order. Once a work order is completed, 

the user can select the work order and then click on the "Remove from Schedule" button. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. "View Schedule" page for repair crew O-11. Total time (bolded green) also takes travel time into 

consideration 

3.2 Wrench Time Maximization Tool  

Given the repair crew’s current address, Castorea will follow a similar methodology as 

the scheduling tool, however along with displaying the top ten work orders, the user can also 

filter what work is displayed. The user can specify what type of work and also input 

approximate idle time, which will display work orders that can be done within the allotted idle 

time. This takes into consideration the time to get there, complete the repair, time to get back, 

as well as an additional 30-minute buffer for any unforeseen reasons. 

Once the correct work order is selected, the user will be taken to a confirmation page as 

seen in Figure 6. If the wrong work order was selected, then the user can return to the previous 

list by pressing the "Return to List of Work Orders" button. Once confirmed, the work order is 

added to the repair crew’s schedule, which can be seen on the “View Schedule” portion of the 

site. 

 

 



 

Figure 6. Wrench Time Maximization tool front page 

 

12 Usability Test  
 

In order to evaluate how user friendly Castorea’s interface is, a usability test was performed. A 
within subject test was performed with four foremen from D.C. Water where they performed 
three different tasks   
The three tasks were:  

1. Setting Schedules  
2. Wrench Time Maximization   
3. Viewing Schedules   

  
The usability goal requirements of the system were determined by the stakeholders. The 
requirements were:   

1. The user shall be able to set a schedule with three work orders in under 3 
minutes   
2. The user shall be able find the closest work order and add it to the schedule in 
under 2 minutes  
3. The user shall be able to find and view the schedules in under 20 seconds   

The order of the tasks was randomized, and each user was timed for each task. After the tasks 
were done, a questionnaire was provided to measure satisfaction and obtain feedback from the 
users.  
The results of the usability test for the tasks are captured in the table below. For all of the tasks 
a P-Value less than 0.05 was achieved indicating that they were all significant and passed all of 
the goal requirements.  Table 12.1 below shows the mean and standard deviation of all the 
tasks, along with the P-Value for each task.   
Table 12.1 

  Mean   Standard Deviation  P-Value  



Task 1  105.05 sec  55.53 sec  0.03743  

Task 2  77.75 sec  16.23 sec  0.006892  

Task 3  5.25 sec  1.707 sec  0.0002114  

The users were asked to complete a 6-question survey to evaluate the overall satisfaction of the 
system. They were asked to evaluate their satisfaction with making and viewing schedules, 
navigating through the website, and sorting work orders. The null hypothesis was that the true 
mean of question X is less than three, where X is the number of questions 1-6. As seen in Table 
12.2, question 1, had a P-value bigger than 0.05, meaning that there is no significant evidence 
to conclude statistical difference between the true mean and the calculated mean.  

 
Table 12.2 

Question   Mean   SD   P-Value   

1 (Scheduling)  4  1.15  0.09085  

2 (Viewing Schedules)   4.5  0.577  0.006923  

3 (Website Navigation)   4.25  0.95  0.0398  

4 (Sorting Work Orders)   4  0.816  0.04586  

5 (Overall Satisfaction)   4.75  0.5  0.002993  

6 (Would you use the tool?)   4.75  0.5  0.002993  

  
After analyzing the usability test results is was found that the system was able to meet all the 
goal and satisfaction requirements except for satisfaction question 1 regarding creating 
schedules. Changes regarding the ordering of the web-app when creating a schedule were 
done in order to improve the user experience and address the concerns given by the 
crewmen.   
 

 

 

 

 

13 Business Plan 

13.1 Business Case – Castorea 
For Castorea, there is already a lead customer; DC Water. The system is a data driven scheduling 

decision aid that shows users, i.e. foreman, a list of nearby work orders according to an inputted 

location, and details about the work order such as the average time of completion. The system also has 

a filtering feature to give the foreman control over their schedules.   

The decision support system will complement the design alternatives, where it will help water 
utility companies, especially those with maintenance and repair departments. The support 
system will have capabilities of uploading excel/CSV files, scheduling work orders based on 



travel time, and supplying users with nearby work orders in cases where delay is expected to be 
more than 2 hours. It also can be used as a management tool that tracks how long a crew or 
team works on a specific work order and organizes tasks. 

13.2 Market Analysis 
Table 13.1 below shows our system, Castorea, with our competitor WorkStraight. WrokStraight 

is a workflow management system that manages an unlimited number of work orders, has the 

ability to upload excel/csv files, and manages up to 50 users. Castorea has all the 

aforementioned features, except that it has the ability to support an unlimited number of users 

per purchase. Castorea can be accessible from anywhere with internet, since it is a web 

application. It also uses a travel time reduction algorithm and supports the design alternative of 

minimizing idle time. Castorea costs $100,000 as an upfront cost, and an additional $299 per 

month if support and maintenance is needed.  

Table 13.1 

 

13.3 Cost 

13.3.1 Startup Costs 
The startup costs include the cost of developing the product, office space rent and supplies to 

develop the product, computers for the four employees of the company and a portion for 

marketing and sales of the first year. Table 13.2 below shows the expenses for the startup of 

our business. The startup cost is $63,400.  

Table 13.2 

Expenses Cost 

Marketing 5000 

sales 5000 

Computers 4800 

Office Supplies 500 

Office Rent 9600 

development 36000 



Legal Fees 2500 
 

13.3.2 Tool Cost 
The tool will have an upfront cost of $100,000. This upfront cost is to first customize the 

product for each company, since each company has its own failure codes and repair 

distributions. This cost also covers the integration of our system within the company, and 50 

hour training of the system. There is an additional $299 per month for support and 

maintenance of the system.  

13.4 Projections 
Table 13.3 below shows the cost projections for a 10 year term. In year 3, we incorporate a 

software engineer into the company to help with the maintenance of Castorea. After the first 

year, we start having more expenses for maintenance. We also increase our budget for 

marketing and sales within the third and fourth year respectively. This results in an addition to 

the number of customers we have.  

Table 13.3 

Year 1 2 3 4 5 

Customers 1 20 80 100 150 

 Sales  $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $10,000.00 $5,000.00 

 Marketing  $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 

 Legal Fees  $2,500.00 $2,500.00 $2,500.00 $2,500.00 $2,500.00 

 Software 
Engineer  

$0.00 $0.00 $75,000.00 $75,000.00 $75,000.00 

 Maintenance   $10,000.00 $40,000.00 $50,000.00 $75,000.00 

 Customer 
Support  

$0.00 $0.00 $30,000.00 $30,000.00 $60,000.00 

 Development  $36,000.00     

 Office Rent  $9,600.00 $9,600.00 $9,600.00 $9,600.00 $9,600.00 

 Computers  $4,800.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

 Ofiice Supplies  $500.00 $6,000.00 $6,000.00 $6,000.00 $6,000.00 

Year 6 7 8 9 10 

Customers 190 220 270 310 365 

 Sales  $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $5,000.00 

 Marketing  $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 

 Legal Fees  $2,500.00 $2,500.00 $2,500.00 $2,500.00 $2,500.00 

 Software 
Engineer  

$75,000.00 $75,000.00 $75,000.00 $75,000.00 $75,000.00 

 Maintenance  $95,000.00 $110,000.00 $135,000.00 $155,000.00 $182,500.00 

 Customer 
Support  

$30,000.00 $30,000.00 $30,000.00 $30,000.00 $30,000.00 

 Development       



 Office Rent  $9,600.00 $9,600.00 $9,600.00 $9,600.00 $9,600.00 

 Computers  $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

 Ofiice Supplies  $6,000.00 $6,000.00 $6,000.00 $6,000.00 $6,000.00 

To look at our cost vs revenue in the next 10 years, table 13.4 below shows us an overview.  

Year 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost $63,400.00 $38,100.00 $178,100.00 $193,100.00 $243,100.00 

Revenue $103,588.00 $2,071,760.00 $8,287,040.00 $10,358,800.00 $15,538,200.00 

Profit $40,188.00 $2,033,660.00 $8,108,940.00 $10,165,700.00 $15,295,100.00 

Cum Profit $40,188.00 $2,073,848.00 $10,142,600.00 $18,274,640.00 $25,460,800.00 

ROI 63% 5338% 4553% 5264% 6292% 

Initial Investment 63400     

 

By the end of year 10, we are expected to have a cost of $320,600.00 and a total profit 

of $37,809,620.00. the expected rate of return in 5 and 10 years is 6292% and 11693% 

respectively.  

Figure 13.1 below shows the 10 year projections and figure 13.2 shows the return of 

investment ROI.  

 

Figure 13.1  



 

Figure 13.2  

14  Project Plan 

14.1 Statement of work 

14.1.1 Intro/Background 
DC Water is the main provider for water distribution services which includes water 

treatment and sewage collection in the entire DC region, branching out into Maryland and 

Virginia as well. Our team will work more closely with the Distribution and Maintenance 

Branch (DMB), a subdivision of the greater DC Water company, on optimizing their business 

processes to reduce the current backlog of work orders. DMB is responsible for performing 

repairs on the DC Water pipe infrastructure, resulting in work orders that are of either high 

or low priority. The typical DMB crew consists of approximately 5-8 members, ranging in 

about $8-10k worth of labor costs for the DC Water company. 

14.1.2 Scope of Work 
The system will be directly working with the DMB and all of the resources in scope will 

be the ones inside the previously mentioned branch. In the following IDEF0 diagram we can 

see the overall behavior of the system, its main inputs will be (1) Work Order Arrivals, and 

(2) Individual Process Distributions. The mechanisms (resources) available to the system are 

those provided by DC Water, the controls are the Work Order Data, and the output is the 

Closed Work Orders.  



 

Figure 14.1 

 

14.1.3 Work Required 
Various levels of detailed simulation will be constructed to achieve the optimal 

heuristics model to decrease the work orders more than 90 days from 70 work orders to 10, 

and keep it at a steady state. The models will simulate the process of every category of work 

order in details with real up to date data. The models will aid the team in finding detailed 

bottlenecks that causes the backlog and test out various heuristics until it reaches the 

desired number of reduced backlogs. The model will also achieve an efficient scheduling 

system and workflow, and utilize their resources in order to keep the backlogs at a steady 

state.  

14.1.4 Period of Performance 

The period of performance for the DC Water project is beginning on Aug 29th through 
May 18th. All deliverables will be submitted by that time frame. The real-time workflow 
solution for low priority work orders will be from Oct 1st through April 1st. All the 
requirement and solutions will be performed during this time frame.    

14.1.5 Place of Performance 
The place of performance will be at GMU Fairfax campus for the majority of the time 

and on site with DC Water team. The team will also have monthly on-site meetings to analyze 

the workflow and be able to have a deeper understanding of the processes, in this way the 

model created will be able to include more intricate details thus yielding more precise results.  



14.1.6 Work Requirement 
5.1.6 Work requirement 

Kickoff: 

 Identify customer's needs and problems 

 Gathering data and preliminary research 

Design Phase: 

 Biweekly meetings with DC water 

 Monthly on-site visits  

 Obtain Real-time data at the start of every month 

 Design simulation  

Build Phase: 

 Design team will use model creation software to simulate current workflow  

 Elicit Requirements  

Testing Phase  

 Validate Simulation 

 Provide alternate solutions through modifications of real-time simulation  

 Verify Simulation with monthly data provided by the customer 

Project Closure  

 Build a roadmap for the system's implementation within the company.  

14.1.7 Milestones 
Table 14.1 

Milestones  Date 

Project Planning Finalized 9/13/17 

Project Research Finalized  9/13/17 

Requirements Finalized  10/12/17 

Simulation Finalized  3/15/18 

Testing Finalized  3/15/18 

Deliverables and Presentations Finalized  05/07/18 

 

14.1.8 Acceptance Criteria 
The acceptance criteria for this project will be determined by the amount of low priority 

work orders older than 90 days that D.C. Water will have by mid-April. D.C Water expects to 

have ten work orders or less and be able to have a system in place that is resilient enough that 

if a major disturbance were to happen it will have the ability to recover and achieve its steady 

state back again. Even if by the date stipulated by the customer the desired amount of work 



orders is not able to be achieved, the project will be accepted if it delivers well founded 

arguments and ideas that have the potential to eventually achieve the company's goals. 

Part of the acceptance criteria will also include a road-map for D.C Water to implement the 

recommendations made by the results of the project. In previous years a lack of a well-defined 

path on implementation has prevented the company to apply the recommendations and 

overall failing to accomplish one of their major goals of optimizing and innovating its 

operations.  

14.2 Work Breakdown Structure 
The Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) below breakdown every work or task that has to be 

done for the successful completion of this project. The (WBS) also follows the V model of 

Systems Engineering by including Context and Stakeholder analysis, problem statement, need 

of statement, CONOPS, systems, sub-system, and component requirements, unit testing, sub-

system testing, system testing, and system acceptance. In order to capture every detail within 

the work breakdown structure, figure 14.2 is placed on its own page in order to amplify it for 

visibility purposes.  

 



 

Figure 14.2 



14.3 Risk Analysis and Mitigation 
Table 14.2 

Risk  Likelihood Severity  Detection  RPN  Mitigation 
Plan 

Over Budget 
and Schedule  

3 8 7 168 Detailed cost 
and scheduling 
estimation and 
requirement 
scrubbing  

Stakeholder 
conflict  

5 7 6 210 Communicate 
the 
requirements 
to all 
stakeholders 
and find 
middle ground. 

Data access 
restriction  

3 4 8 96  Use empirical 
data from 
experts  

Continual 
stream of 
major 
requirement 
changes  

2 7 7 98 High change 
thresholds and 
communication 
with 
stakeholders. 
Adopting Agile 
process 

Team member 
(availability 
risk) 

3 5 8 120 Work around 
their schedule  

Errors in 
model and 
simulation 
(Quality Risk) 

4 8 7 224 Technical 
Analysis  

Security Risk 1  10  6 60 Communicate 
with 
stakeholder 
about classified 
information  

Blue = low, Orange = middle, Red = High 

The most common risk to the project will be going over the budget and schedule. It 

effects can be severe because one of the most important aspect of project management is 

saving money and time. It will also impact the overall quality of the project. One of the ways to 

mitigate this risk is to perform requirement scrubbing, which specifications are carefully 

examined for unnecessary requirements for rapid and quality development.  



 

Conflict between stakeholders is a risk to the project because their requirements can 

cause conflict in terms of time, budget, and quality. The risk will be mitigated by having open 

and frequent communications with all the stakeholders to resolve issues quickly and effectively.  

 

As for data access restriction, DC water may not provide very detailed or sensitive 

information that can compromise their security. To mitigate this risk, the use of empirical data 

and experiments will help accomplish the tasks required.  

 

Constant requirement changes are anticipated especially since DC Water expects a 

simulation by October 1ST.This will potentially provide real-time solutions to the backlog issue 

and real-time data will be provided by DC water at the beginning of each month to test and 

compare our results.  The agile process of continuous development and integration will be 

adapted given the needs and requirements of the customer. 

 

 The risk can arise if major changes to requirements happen that will affect the entire scope of 

the project. The likelihood is low because we have developed a solid scheduling plan with DC 

Water.  

 

Information security can have very severe risks as they can cause lawsuits and major 

issues with the entire scope of the project, but its likelihood is very small because DC Water will 

review our PowerPoints presentations and papers before submission.  

  



 

14.4 Schedule 

 

Figure 14.3 



 

Figure 14.4 



 

Figure 14.5 



 

Figure 14.6 



 

Critical Tasks as shown in the figures above: 

 1.4.1 Analyze Work Order Data 

 1.6.3 Modelling 

 1.6.4 Sensitivity Analysis 

 1.8.1 Unit Testing 

 1.8.2 Sub-system Testing 

 1.8.3 System Testing 

 1.8.4 System Acceptance 

14.5 Budget 
The total budget of the project is $317,159.00 and the expected date to finish the project is 

March 15, 2018. In the best-case scenario, where the project is completed 15 days earlier, 

the total budget is $312,763.900 and the expected completion date is March 1st, 2018. The 

worst-case scenario is when the project is completed 15 days later than the expected date. 

The total budget then would be $321,554.10. Table 14.3 below shows the total number of 

work hours in the previously described scenarios.  

Table 14.3 

 Expected Best Case Scenario Worst Case Scenario 

Total Hours Worked – 
Lead Engineer 

2656 hours 2626 hours 2686 hours 

Total Hours Worked – 
Engineer 

6003.4 hours 5913.4 hours  6093.4 hours  

Total Hours  8659.4 8539.4 hours  8779.4  hours  

Cost of Trips $800 $800 $800 

Total Budget $317,159.00 $312763.9 321554.1 

 

Table 14.4 

Role Number of 
Engineers 

Hourly Rate Overhead Rate Final Cost per 
Engineer per hour 

Lead Systems 
Engineer 

1 $40 1.8 $72 

Systems Engineer 3 $35 1.8 $63 

 



14.6 Earned Value Management 

 

We were able to complete the project with an ending budget of $325,236, slightly above our budget by 

$3,82. Our cost performance index (CPI) is 1.02. Our schedule performance index SPI is 1.03.  
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Appendix  

 

 

Simulation Code:  

import simpy 

import numpy 

import math 

import operator 

avg_rep = [] 

avg_std = [] 

avg_backlog =[] 

avg_numin = [] 

avg_closed = [] 

#Number of replications 

for r in range(40): 

    #------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    # 

    #                            Main Function Definition  

    # 

    #------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    #Define main class 

    #time is in hours 

    def main(): 

        env = simpy.Environment() 

        #Define Resources 

        global crew11,crew12,crew13,crew21,crew22,crew23,crew31,crew32,crew33,foreman 

        foreman = simpy.Resource(env,capacity=1) 



        crew11 = simpy.Resource(env,capacity=1) 

        crew12 = simpy.Resource(env,capacity=1) 

        crew13 = simpy.Resource(env,capacity=1) 

        crew21 = simpy.Resource(env,capacity=1) 

        crew22 = simpy.Resource(env,capacity=1) 

        crew23 = simpy.Resource(env,capacity=1) 

        crew31 = simpy.Resource(env,capacity=1) 

        crew32 = simpy.Resource(env,capacity=1) 

        crew33 = simpy.Resource(env,capacity=1) 

        #Adding the current amount of backloged work orders  

        add_to_backlog(50) 

        #Processes 

        #Arrival Process 

        env.process(arrival(env)) 

        #Foreman Inspection Process 

        env.process(fore_inspect(env)) 

        #Travel Time Delay 

        env.process(travel_time(env)) 

        #Crew Repair Process 

        env.process(assign_crew(env)) 

        #Length of Time being ran  

        env.run(until=24*7) 

        avg_rep.append(numpy.mean(time_in_system)) 

        avg_std.append(numpy.std(time_in_system)) 

        avg_backlog.append(len(crew_assign)+len(rates)) 

        avg_numin.append(num_in) 

        avg_closed.append(len(closed)) 



        

print("********************************************************************") 

        print("") 

        print("                     Simulation Complete                           ") 

    #------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    # 

    #                             Class Definitions 

    # 

    #------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    #Create a class for Work Orders 

    class WorkOrder: 

        #Determine the attributes 

        def __init__(self,class_type,priority,location,identity,arrival_time,departure_time=1000, 

crew_number = "Crew00", backlogged = False): 

            self.typ = class_type 

            self.prio = priority 

            self.loc = location 

            self.iden = identity 

            self.arriv = arrival_time 

            self.depart = departure_time 

            self.crew = crew_number 

            self.backlog = backlogged 

        #used to be able to see the objects as in java with toString() 

        def __str__(self): 

            return "ID:" + str(self.iden)+" Prio:"+ str(self.prio)  

        #it allows for lists of objects to be seen  

        __repr__ = __str__ 

    #------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 



    # 

    #                        List (Queue) Definitions 

    # 

    #------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    rates = [] 

    crew_assign = [] 

    closed = [] 

    time_in_system = [] 

    avg_length_rates = [] 

    #------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    # 

    #                            Processes  

    # 

    #------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    def arrival(env): 

        global num_in 

        num_in = 0 

        while True: 

            avg_length_rates.append(len(crew_assign)) 

            #print("New Arrival") 

            #Catures a priority 

            priot = assign_priority() 

            #Creates an object  

            curr_time = env.now 

            rates.append(WorkOrder(repair_type(),priot,"Oakton", num_in,curr_time)) 

            #Sorts the list  

            rates.sort(key=operator.attrgetter('prio'),reverse= False) 



            num_in = num_in +1 

            #print(str(env.now)+" Length is "+str(len(rates))) 

            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(5.65,1,1)) # the more we increase the first 

paramter, the number gets smaller 

    #Abstraction of the moment the General Foreman inspects the work order  

    def fore_inspect(env): 

        while True: 

            if(len(rates)>0): 

                #print("Inspection Done at t="+str(str(env.now))+" Length of Insecpt is 

"+str(len(crew_assign))) 

                #Removes the first element of the list and appends it to a new list 

                crew_assign.append(rates.pop(0)) 

                #Sort the list crew_assign 

                crew_assign.sort(key=operator.attrgetter('prio'),reverse= True) 

                with foreman.request() as req: 

                    #print("Foreman Requested") 

                    yield req 

                    yield env.timeout(numpy.random.uniform(5,8)) 

            else: 

                yield env.timeout(.001) 

    def travel_time(env): 

        while True: 

            if(len(rates)>0): 

                yield env.timeout(numpy.absolute(numpy.random.normal(0.3209524,0.1887932))) 

 

            else: 

                yield env.timeout(.001) 

         



         

    def assign_crew(env): 

        while True: 

            r = numpy.random.rand(1)[0] 

            #crew_assign.append(WorkOrder("Valve",3,"Oakton", num_in)) 

            #Crew 11 

            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.normal(29,2)) 

            if(r<=.1): 

               # print("Closed with Crew 11") 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Valve"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew11" 

                        with crew11.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew11 Requested for Valve") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.lognormal(1.29,1.91)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Meter"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew11" 

                        with crew11.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew11 Requested for Meter") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(.882,3.15)) 

                            calc_time(env) 



                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Meter Housing"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew11" 

                        with crew11.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew11 Requested for Meter Housing") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(.882,3.15)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Services"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew11" 

                        with crew11.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew11 Requested for Services") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(1.88,2.45)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Main"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew11" 

                        with crew11.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew11 Requested for Mains") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.beta(1.81,3.61)*18) 

                            calc_time(env) 



                #Crew 12 

            if(r>.1 and r<=.2): 

                # print("Closed with Crew 12") 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Valve"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew12" 

                        with crew12.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew12 Requested for Valve") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.lognormal(1.29,1.91)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Meter"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew12" 

                        with crew12.request() as req: 

                           # print("Crew12 Requested for Meter") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(.882,3.15)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Meter Housing"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew12" 

                        with crew12.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew12 Requested for Meter Housing") 



                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(.882,3.15)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Services"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew12" 

                        with crew12.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew12 Requested for Services") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(1.88,2.45)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Main"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew12" 

                        with crew12.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew12 Requested for Mains") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.beta(1.81,3.61)*18) 

                            calc_time(env) 

             #Crew 13 

            if(r>.2 and r<=.3): 

               # print("Closed with Crew 13") 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Valve"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 



                        closed[-1].crew="Crew13" 

                        with crew13.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew13 Requested for Valve") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.lognormal(1.29,1.91)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Meter"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew13" 

                        with crew13.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew13 Requested for Meter") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(.882,3.15)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Meter Housing"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew13" 

                        with crew13.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew13 Requested for Meter Housing") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(.882,3.15)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Services"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 



                        closed[-1].crew="Crew13" 

                        with crew13.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew13 Requested for Services") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(1.88,2.45)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Main"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew13" 

                        with crew13.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew13 Requested for Mains") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.beta(1.81,3.61)*18) 

                            calc_time(env) 

             #Crew 21 

            if(r>.3 and r<=.4): 

                # print("Closed with Crew 21") 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Valve"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew21" 

                        with crew21.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew21 Requested for Valve") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.lognormal(1.29,1.91)) 

                            calc_time(env) 



                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Meter"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew21" 

                        with crew21.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew21 Requested for Meter") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(.882,3.15)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Meter Housing"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew21" 

                        with crew21.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew21 Requested for Meter Housing") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(.882,3.15)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Services"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew21" 

                        with crew21.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew21 Requested for Services") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(1.88,2.45)) 

                            calc_time(env) 



                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Main"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew21" 

                        with crew21.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew21 Requested for Mains") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.beta(1.81,3.61)*18) 

                            calc_time(env) 

            #Crew 22 

            if(r>.4 and r<=.5): 

               # print("Closed with Crew 12") 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Valve"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew22" 

                        with crew22.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew22 Requested for Valve") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.lognormal(1.29,1.91)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Meter"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew22" 

                        with crew22.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew22 Requested for Meter") 



                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(.882,3.15)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Meter Housing"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew22" 

                        with crew22.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew22 Requested for Meter Housing") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(.882,3.15)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Services"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew22" 

                        with crew22.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew22 Requested for Services") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(1.88,2.45)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Main"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew22" 

                        with crew22.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew22 Requested for Mains") 



                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.beta(1.81,3.61)*18) 

                            calc_time(env) 

             #Crew 23 

            if(r>.5 and r<=.6): 

               # print("Closed with Crew 23") 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Valve"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew23" 

                        with crew23.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew23 Requested for Valve") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.lognormal(1.29,1.91)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Meter"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew23" 

                        with crew23.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew23 Requested for Meter") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(.882,3.15)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Meter Housing"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 



                        closed[-1].crew="Crew23" 

                        with crew23.request() as req: 

                           # print("Crew23 Requested for Meter Housing") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(.882,3.15)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Services"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew23" 

                        with crew23.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew23 Requested for Services") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(1.88,2.45)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Main"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew23" 

                        with crew23.request() as req: 

                           # print("Crew23 Requested for Mains") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.beta(1.81,3.61)*18) 

                            calc_time(env) 

             #Crew 31 

            if(r>.6 and r<=.7): 

               # print("Closed with Crew 31") 



                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Valve"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew31" 

                        with crew31.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew31 Requested for Valve") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.lognormal(1.29,1.91)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Meter"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew31" 

                        with crew31.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew31 Requested for Meter") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(.882,3.15)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Meter Housing"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew31" 

                        with crew31.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew31 Requested for Meter Housing") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(.882,3.15)) 

                            calc_time(env) 



                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Services"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew31" 

                        with crew31.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew31 Requested for Services") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(1.88,2.45)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Main"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew31" 

                        with crew31.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew31 Requested for Mains") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.beta(1.81,3.61)*18) 

                            calc_time(env) 

            #Crew 32 

            if(r>.7 and r<=.8): 

               # print("Closed with Crew 32") 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Valve"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew32" 

                        with crew32.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew32 Requested for Valve") 



                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.lognormal(1.29,1.91)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Meter"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew32" 

                        with crew32.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew32 Requested for Meter") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(.882,3.15)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Meter Housing"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew32" 

                        with crew32.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew32 Requested for Meter Housing") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(.882,3.15)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Services"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew32" 

                        with crew32.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew32 Requested for Services") 



                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(1.88,2.45)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Main"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew32" 

                        with crew32.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew32 Requested for Mains") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.beta(1.81,3.61)*18) 

                            calc_time(env) 

            #Crew 33 

            if(r>.9): 

               # print("Closed with Crew 33") 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Valve"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew33" 

                        with crew33.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew33 Requested for Valve") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.lognormal(1.29,1.91)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Meter"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 



                        closed[-1].crew="Crew33" 

                        with crew33.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew33 Requested for Meter") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(.882,3.15)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Meter Housing"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew33" 

                        with crew33.request() as req: 

                           # print("Crew33 Requested for Meter Housing") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(.882,3.15)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Services"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 

                        closed[-1].crew="Crew33" 

                        with crew33.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew33 Requested for Services") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.gamma(1.88,2.45)) 

                            calc_time(env) 

                if(len(crew_assign)>0): 

                    if(crew_assign[0].typ=="Main"): 

                        closed.append(crew_assign.pop(0)) 



                        closed[-1].crew="Crew33" 

                        with crew33.request() as req: 

                            #print("Crew33 Requested for Mains") 

                            yield req 

                            yield env.timeout(numpy.random.beta(1.81,3.61)*18) 

                            calc_time(env) 

            else: 

                yield env.timeout(.001)         

     

    #------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    # 

    #                             Functions 

    # 

    #------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

                 

    #Function that assigns a priority 

    #For some reason priority 4 is never being created 

    def assign_priority(): 

        ran = numpy.random.rand(1)[0] 

        if(ran<=.11): 

            return 3 

        if(ran>.11 and ran<=.24): 

            return 3 

        if(ran>.24 and ran <= 0.67): 

            return 3 

        if (ran>.67 and ran <= 0.83): 

            return 4 



        if (ran>0.83): 

            return 5 

    #Function that determines time in system  

    def calc_time(env): 

        total_time = env.now - closed[-1].arriv 

        time_in_system.append(total_time) 

        closed[-1].depart = env.now 

        #Determine if the workorder was part of the backlog 

        if(total_time >= 90*24): 

            closed[-1].backlog = True  

         

    #Determine what type of repair will the work order be using percentages 

    def repair_type(): 

        r1 = numpy.random.rand(1)[0] 

        if(r1 < .29): 

            return "Main" 

        if(r1>= .29 and r1 <.56): 

            return "Services" 

        if(r1>=.56 and r1<.73): 

            return "Meter" 

        if(r1>=.73 and r1 <.83): 

            return "Valve" 

        if(r1>=.83): 

            return "Meter Housing" 

    def add_to_backlog(amount): 

        n = 50000 

        priot = assign_priority() 



        for x in range(amount): 

            crew_assign.append(WorkOrder(repair_type(),priot,"Oakton",n,0,backlogged=True)) 

            n = n+1 

         

         

     

    #------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    # 

    #                         Call to the Main Function  

    # 

    #------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    if __name__ == '__main__': 

        main() 

        print("") 

        print("The amount of work orders closed was (closed): " , 

len(closed)+len(crew_assign)+len(rates)) 

        print("The size of work orders in queue to be repaired (crew_assign) is:  ", 

len(crew_assign)) 

        print("The size of work orders in queue to be inspected by the foreman is: ", len(rates)) 

        print("""The amount of work orders "in" was: """, num_in) 

        print("The average in hours is: ", numpy.mean(time_in_system)," The average in days is: ", 

numpy.mean(time_in_system)/24) 

        print("The std is: ", numpy.std(time_in_system), "The std in days is: 

",numpy.std(time_in_system)/24 ) 

 

 

 

 



Usability Test Code  

 

 

#Christopher Pertsch  
#Senior Design - Usability Test  
 
#Questionaire Results  
q1 <- c(5,3,3,5) 
q2 <- c(5,4,4,5) 
q3<- c(5,5,3,4) 
q4<- c(4,4,3,5) 
q5 <- c(5,5,4,5) 
q6 <- c(5,5,4,5) 
#Two-tailed t-test with a mu of 3  
t.test(q1,mu=3) 

##  
##  One Sample t-test 
##  
## data:  q1 
## t = 1.7321, df = 3, p-value = 0.1817 
## alternative hypothesis: true mean is not equal to 3 
## 95 percent confidence interval: 
##  2.162614 5.837386 
## sample estimates: 
## mean of x  
##         4 

t.test(q2,mu=3) 

##  
##  One Sample t-test 
##  
## data:  q2 
## t = 5.1962, df = 3, p-value = 0.01385 
## alternative hypothesis: true mean is not equal to 3 
## 95 percent confidence interval: 
##  3.581307 5.418693 
## sample estimates: 
## mean of x  
##       4.5 

t.test(q3,mu=3) 

##  
##  One Sample t-test 
##  
## data:  q3 



## t = 2.6112, df = 3, p-value = 0.0796 
## alternative hypothesis: true mean is not equal to 3 
## 95 percent confidence interval: 
##  2.72652 5.77348 
## sample estimates: 
## mean of x  
##      4.25 

t.test(q4,mu=3) 

##  
##  One Sample t-test 
##  
## data:  q4 
## t = 2.4495, df = 3, p-value = 0.09172 
## alternative hypothesis: true mean is not equal to 3 
## 95 percent confidence interval: 
##  2.700772 5.299228 
## sample estimates: 
## mean of x  
##         4 

t.test(q5,mu=3) 

##  
##  One Sample t-test 
##  
## data:  q5 
## t = 7, df = 3, p-value = 0.005986 
## alternative hypothesis: true mean is not equal to 3 
## 95 percent confidence interval: 
##  3.954388 5.545612 
## sample estimates: 
## mean of x  
##      4.75 

t.test(q6,mu=3) 

##  
##  One Sample t-test 
##  
## data:  q6 
## t = 7, df = 3, p-value = 0.005986 
## alternative hypothesis: true mean is not equal to 3 
## 95 percent confidence interval: 
##  3.954388 5.545612 
## sample estimates: 
## mean of x  
##      4.75 



#Tasks Results  
t1 <- c(115,70,180,57) 
t2 <- c(100,75,75,61) 
t3 <- c(7,6,5,3) 
 
#Two tailed t-tests  
t.test(t1,mu=180) 

##  
##  One Sample t-test 
##  
## data:  t1 
## t = -2.6829, df = 3, p-value = 0.07486 
## alternative hypothesis: true mean is not equal to 180 
## 95 percent confidence interval: 
##   17.1286 193.8714 
## sample estimates: 
## mean of x  
##     105.5 

t.test(t2,mu=120) 

##  
##  One Sample t-test 
##  
## data:  t2 
## t = -5.2047, df = 3, p-value = 0.01378 
## alternative hypothesis: true mean is not equal to 120 
## 95 percent confidence interval: 
##   51.91609 103.58391 
## sample estimates: 
## mean of x  
##     77.75 

t.test(t3,mu=20) 

##  
##  One Sample t-test 
##  
## data:  t3 
## t = -17.273, df = 3, p-value = 0.0004228 
## alternative hypothesis: true mean is not equal to 20 
## 95 percent confidence interval: 
##  2.532469 7.967531 
## sample estimates: 
## mean of x  
##      5.25 

 

     



Outliers Analysis Code: 

delay$DELAY<-abs(delay$DELAY) 

par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 

boxplot(delay$DELAY, horizontal =TRUE, xlab="Days", main="Distribution with Outliers") 

hist(delay$DELAY,breaks = 10,main = "Distribution with Outliers",xlab = "Days", col= 

heat.colors(6)) 

summary(delay$DELAY) 

IQR = 1086.0403 - 17.2676 

upper_bound = 1.5*IQR + 1051.5 

delay_no_outliers = subset(delay$DELAY,delay$DELAY < upper_bound) 

boxplot(delay_no_outliers,xlab = "Days", horizontal = TRUE, main = "Distribution without 

Outliers") 

hist(delay_no_outliers, breaks = 5, main = "Distribution without Outliers",xlab = "Days",col= 

heat.colors(6)) 

summary(delay_no_outliers) 

dev.new() 

hist(delay_no_outliers, breaks = 5, main = "Distribution without Outliers",xlab = "Days", 

probability = TRUE) 

hist(delay$DELAY,breaks = 10,main = "Distribution of Low Priority Work Orders with a K-S Test 

of P<2.2e-16",xlab = "Days", col= heat.colors(6),probability = TRUE) 

pr = fitdistr(delay$DELAY, "geometric") 

lines(density(delay$DELAY),lwd =3, col = "green") 

lines(dgeom(x,prob = 1.599015e-03),lwd=3) 

legend(1500,.001,c("Density","Geometric Distribution"),col=c("green","black"),lty=c(1,1)) 

ks.test(delay$DELAY,dgeom(x,prob = 1.599015e-03)) 

     

 

 

 



Percent of Priority Analysis Code: 

 

Probability_Distribution_by_Type$PRIORITY 

priority <- na.omit(Probability_Distribution_by_Type$PRIORITY) 

count1 =0  

count2 =0 

count3 =0 

count4 =0 

count5=0 

for(n in seq(length(priority))){ 

  if(priority[n] ==1){ 

    count1 = count1 + 1 

  } 

  if(priority[n] == 2){ 

    count2 = count2 + 1 

  } 

  if(priority[n] == 3){ 

    count3 = count3 + 1 

  } 

  if(priority[n] == 4){ 

    count4 = count4 + 1 

  } 

  if(priority[n] == 5){ 

    count5 = count5 + 1 

  } 

} 

total_work_orders = count1 + count2 + count3 + count4 + count5 



per1 = count1/total_work_orders 

per2 = count2/total_work_orders 

per3 = count3/total_work_orders 

per4 = count4/total_work_orders 

per5 = count5/total_work_orders 

listdis = c(count1,count2,count3,count4,count5) 

total_percent = per1 + per2 + per3 + per4 +per5 

barplot(listdis, col = heat.colors(5),names.arg = c("1 (~11%)","2 (~13%)","3 (~43%)","4 

(~16%)","5 (~17%)"), 

        main = "Distribution of Priorities", 

        xlab = "Priority Level", 

        ylab = "Frequency") 

 

Travel Time Calculations R Code: 

#Christopher Pertsch  

#Version 3 

 

library(gmapsdistance) 

geocodeAdddress <- function(address) { 

  require(RJSONIO) 

  url <- "http://maps.google.com/maps/api/geocode/json?address=" 

  url <- URLencode(paste(url, address, "&sensor=false", sep = "")) 

  x <- fromJSON(url, simplify = FALSE) 

  if (x$status == "OK") { 

    out <- c(x$results[[1]]$geometry$location$lng, 

             x$results[[1]]$geometry$location$lat) 

  } else { 



    out <- NA 

  } 

  Sys.sleep(0.2)  # API only allows 5 requests per second 

  out 

} 

 

 

destinations = c("4400 University Dr, Fairfax, VA 22030","9525 Main Street, Fairfax, VA 

22031","107 Maple Ave W, Vienna, VA 22180") 

coordinates = seq(from=1,to = length(destinations)) 

for (n in seq(from=1, to=length(destinations))) { 

  coord = geocodeAdddress(destinations[n]) 

  strang = paste(toString(coord[2]),"+",toString(coord[1]),sep = "") 

  coordinates[n] = strang  

} 

current_location_address = readline(prompt = "Insert your current address: ") 

coord_current = geocodeAdddress(current_location_address) 

current_location_string = paste(toString(coord_current[2]),"+",toString(coord_current[1]),sep = 

"") 

result = seq(from=1,to=length(destinations)) 

times = seq(from=1,to=length(destinations)) 

for(n in seq(from=1, to=length(destinations))){ 

  result = gmapsdistance(current_location_string,coordinates[n], mode="driving") 

  times[n] = result$Time 

} 

expected_idle_time_hours = as.double(readline(prompt = "Insert the expected idle time in 

hours: ")) 

expected_idle_time_seconds = expected_idle_time_hours *60*60 



times_less_than = c() 

locations_less_than = c() 

repairs_less_than = c() 

repairs = c("Meter","Valves", "Main Break") 

delay_repair_times = c() 

for(xs in repairs){ 

  if(xs == "Meter"){ 

    delay_repair = rnorm(1,3600,500) 

  } 

  if(xs == "Valves"){ 

    delay_repair = rnorm(1,4000,500) 

  } 

  if(xs == "Main Break"){ 

    delay_repair = rnorm(1,3000,500) 

  } 

  delay_repair_times = append(delay_repair_times,delay_repair) 

} 

locations_all = data.frame(destinations,coordinates,times,repairs,delay_repair_times 

,row.names = seq(from =1 , to = length(destinations))) 

total_time = (2*locations_all$times) + locations_all$delay_repair_times 

locations_all = c() 

locations_all = 

data.frame(destinations,coordinates,times,repairs,delay_repair_times,total_time) 

potential_work_orders = subset(locations_all, 

locations_all$total_time<expected_idle_time_seconds ) 

Destinations <- potential_work_orders$destinations 

Type_of_Repair <- potential_work_orders$repairs 

Travel_Time <- potential_work_orders$times/(60^2) 



Repair_Time <- potential_work_orders$delay_repair_times/(60^2) 

Total_Time <- potential_work_orders$total_time/(60^2) 

print_df = data.frame(Destinations,Type_of_Repair,Travel_Time,Repair_Time,Total_Time) 

print(print_df) 

 


